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By SARAH RAMIREZ

NEW YORK Not all affluents and business professionals have the opportunity to navigate the world of luxury fashion,
allowing concierge wardrobe stylists to help fill their sartorial needs.

During a fireside conversation at Women in Luxury 2019 on May 9, concierge wardrobe stylist Laura Solin-Valdina
spoke about how she transitioned from working in entertainment to styling professional men and women. As the
founder of NYCStylist, she offers bespoke services to her clients to help improve their wardrobes.

"I'm very sensitive to people being able to get their message across," Ms. Solin-Valdina said. "I build their wardrobes
to reflect their personal accomplishments while still speaking to the story that they're telling and the message that
they're sending."

Women in Luxury 2019 was produced by Luxury Daily, with venue sponsor UBS

Styling services
Ms. Solin-Valdina has been a stylist for 24 years and launched NYCStylist in 2002. She was drawn to the world of
personal styling because of the flexibility it offered her as a mother, as opposed to her previous work in television.

Many affluents have busy careers and are unable find the time to shop in-store or online.

Since the stylist believes clothes are essential to first impressions, she ensures that her clients are comfortable in the
pieces she selects.
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Laura Solin-Valdina of NYCStylist. Photo by Alice Young for Luxury Daily

Ms. Solin-Valdina asks every client about their profession and lifestyle, as well as what their current wardrobe looks
like and what brands they prefer to wear. While certain designers or pieces can find a home in most wardrobes, she
looks at each client as an individual.

As she is working with clients, Ms. Solin-Valdina leverages her professional relationships with brands and retailers
to purchase styling options for personal fittings. She encourages brands to be open to working with stylists, since
many clients are exposed to brands for the first time through styling experiences.

Preparation is a key component of successful fittings with clients.

Ms. Solin-Valdina admits to often buying pieces in multiple sizes. A tailor is also present at each fitting, ensuring
every client's wardrobe has the best possible fit.

Retailer-stylist relationships are important. Image courtesy of Zegna

Other clients will even prefer to purchase items in multiple colors, adapting their new wardrobe for their busy
lifestyles.

Closet edits are another essential part of Ms. Solin-Valdina's styling services, as she helps clients review their
current pieces. Most often, unwanted pieces are then consigned to fund future purchases.

Casual closets
One of the trends Ms. Solin-Valdina noted among her clients is a shift towards more casual clothing, even in
professional settings.

With global investment banking and securities firm Goldman Sachs embracing a "flexible" dress code, the
casualization of business wear has officially reached Wall Street.

Luxury casual wear and streetwear have become fast-growing categories among affluent consumers, particularly
millennials. With even the most formal corporations relaxing the dress code standards, brands in the menswear
space must keep pace with shifting mindsets (see story).

Affluents continue to spend more on ready-to-wear apparel than luxury accessories. However, even older luxury
shoppers are among those looking for more high-end casual wear as they transition out of the workplace (see story).

"Most of my clients are looking for longevity in their clothing and maximizing styling options," Ms. Solin-Valdina
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